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PURPOSE. The purpose of this study was to investigate the association between fundus
autofluorescence (FAF) and visual field (VF) sensitivities in eyes with retinitis pigmentosa
(RP). We also investigated the model we developed to predict VF sensitivity using the
FAF ring and its prediction accuracy.

METHODS. The training dataset consisted of 51 eyes of 28 patients, and the testing dataset
consisted of 42 eyes of 25 patients with RP. VF and FAF measurements were conducted
using the Humphrey Field Analyzer (HFA) 10-2 test and Optos. The HFA 10-2 test was
divided into three sectors according to the association with the FAF (IN, ON, and OUT).
Moreover, concentric curves were drawn at 1-degree intervals outside the FAF ring and
OUT was divided into six sectors (from OUT1 to OUT6 toward the periphery). Finally, the
total deviation (TD) value was predicted using age and visual acuity (VA) in the whole
field, and each of the eight sectors was compared.

RESULTS. The TD value decreased significantly from IN, ON, and then toward OUT6. The
absolute prediction error with the FAF ring (average, 7.6 dB) was significantly smaller
than that without the FAF ring (average, 8.7 dB). The absolute prediction error with the
FAF ring was significantly smaller in the central areas (IN, 4.4 dB and ON, 5.3 dB) than
those in the peripheral areas (OUT1–6, 6.8–9.1 dB).

CONCLUSIONS. VF sensitivity decreases in association with the FAF ring. We developed
a model to predict 10-2 VF sensitivity values using the FAF ring, which enabled us to
predict 10-2 TD values.
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Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a progressive, hereditary reti-
nal disease characterized by nyctalopia and visual field

(VF) constriction.1 Precise measurement of the VF is impor-
tant in the disease and is usually performed using a static
automated perimeter, such as the Humphrey Field Analyzer
(HFA; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA).2,3

Recent reports have suggested that fundus autofluores-
cence (FAF) imaging provides an objective measurement
of the accumulation of lipofuscin in the retina in various
retinal diseases, including age-related macular degenera-
tion, central serous chorioretinopathy,4,5 and RP.6,7 In eyes
with RP, a characteristic FAF ring is often observed in the
macular region, suggesting the accumulation of lipofuscin
at the level of the retinal pigment epithelium. Recent stud-
ies have suggested that this FAF ring is associated with
the deterioration in VF sensitivity. For instance, we have
recently indicated that VF sensitivity (measured with an

MP-3 microperimeter; Nidel Co. Ltd., Aichi, Japan) was more
closely correlated to the area of the FAF ring than to the area
of the disrupted ellipsoid zone measured with optical coher-
ence tomography.8

We recently constructed a novel binarization method to
automatically identify the FAF ring in eyes with RP (23 eyes)
and reported that this method had high intra- and inter-
rater agreements.9 Using this method, we identified the area
inside the FAF ring and suggested that this area was signif-
icantly correlated with the mean deviation (MD) value with
the HFA 10-2 test. In addition, we found that the VF sensitiv-
ities decreased significantly from the location inside the FAF
ring, toward on, and then outside the FAF ring. The primary
purpose of the current study was to revalidate the finding
that VF sensitivities decrease in association with the FAF
ring (binarization method), using a much larger data set.
Based on this result, the secondary purpose of our study
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FIGURE 1. Sectorization of the HFA 10-2 test according to the FAF ring. (A) Each image output was automatically corrected for 3- to
2-dimensional projection errors. (B) The 10 × 10 degrees area was binarized using the Niblack’s local thresholding technique. (C) Then,
the HFA 10-2 test was superimposed and sectorized according to the FAF ring. FAF, fluorescence autofluorescence; HFA, Humphrey Field
Analyzer; IN: inside the FAF ring (IN), ON: on the FAF ring (ON), OUT1: between the FAF outer ring and 1 degree outside the FAF outer ring,
OUT2: between 1 and 2 degrees outside the FAF outer ring, OUT3: between 2 and 3 degrees outside the FAF outer ring, OUT4: between 3
and 4 degrees outside the FAF outer ring, OUT5: between 4 and 5 degrees outside the FAF outer ring, and OUT6: 5 degrees or more outside
the FAF outer ring.

was to develop a model to predict the results of HFA 10-2
test using the FAF ring (binarization method) and to inves-
tigate its accuracy.

METHODS

This retrospective cross-sectional study was approved by
the Research Ethics Committee of the Graduate School of
Medicine and the Faculty of Medicine of the University of
Tokyo. Patients with RP agreed to the storage and use of
their information in the database and their written informed
consent was obtained. This study was performed according
to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Patients

The present study enrolled 93 eyes of 53 consecutive
patients with RP who presented with the FAF ring within
10 degrees at the macula. All patients fulfilled the following
inclusion criteria: (1) typical fundus findings of RP, such as
bone spicule pigmentation, arteriolar attenuation, and waxy
disc pallor; (2) reduction in a- and b-wave amplitudes or
nondetectable full-field electroretinogram; (3) RP was the
only disease causing VF damage; and (4) both HFA and
wide-field FAF imaging were measured within 3 months. The
best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was measured as a deci-
mal visual acuity (VA) using the Landort C chart and was
converted to the logarithm of the minimum angle of resolu-
tion (logMAR) VA. Eyes with apparent cataract demonstrat-
ing suboptimal FAF images were excluded and eyes with
macular edema on the optical coherence tomography (OCT)
images were also excluded.

VF Testing

An HFA 10-2 measurement was performed with the Swedish
Interactive Threshold Algorithm Standard testing algorithm.
Only reliable VFs, which were defined as a fixation loss rate
< 20% and a false-positive rate < 15%, were used in the anal-
yses by following the criteria used by the HFA software. The
false-negative rate was not used as an exclusion criterion.10

FAF Imaging

The FAF image was obtained without pupil dilation using
an ultra-widefield imaging system (Optos 200Tx; Optos,
Dunfermline, Scotland, UK), which uses a 532-nm exciter
filter and a 570 to 780-nm barrier filter for autofluorescence
(AF) detection. This instrument allows a 200-degree visual-
ization of the retina in a single frame. Images with eyelash
interference were excluded, as were those in which the
macula was largely shifted from the center.

FAF Image Processing

FAF image processing was performed using the algorithm
described previously.9 Briefly, each image output (Fig. 1A)
was automatically corrected for 3- to 2-dimensional projec-
tion errors by the V2 Vantage Pro software (Optos). They
were processed using Fiji software version 1.0, based
on ImageJ (version 1.47, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). The locations of
the fovea and disc were then decided manually and Niblack’s
local thresholding technique was performed to binarize each
image (Fig. 1B).11,12

http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
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FIGURE 2. Examples of discontinuous and irregular-shaped AF
rings. A discontinuous FAF ring was observed in four eyes (A) and
an irregular-shaped FAF ring was seen in 12 eyes (B). These eyes
were excluded from the current analysis. BCVA, best corrected visual
acuity; FAF, fluorescence autofluorescence.

A total of 64 half lines were drawn every π/32 radian
starting from the fovea. Two intersection points were iden-
tified in each line, with one at the inner border of the FAF
ring and the other at the outer border of the FAF ring. The
distance between these two intersection points was defined
as the ring width, and the distance between the fovea and
inner intersection was defined as the inner radius. In addi-
tion, the area inside FAF and the area on the FAF ring were
calculated automatically.

The image was first divided into the following three
sectors: inside the FAF ring (IN), on the FAF ring (ON),
and outside the FAF ring (OUT). Moreover, concentric curves
were drawn at 1-degree intervals outside the FAF ring. The
image was then divided into eight sectors according to the
relationship with the FAF ring; inside the FAF inner ring
(IN), on the FAF ring (ON), between the FAF outer ring and
1 degree outside the FAF outer ring (OUT1), between 1 and
2 degrees outside the FAF outer ring (OUT2), between 2
and 3 degrees outside the FAF outer ring (OUT3), between
3 and 4 degrees outside the AF outer ring (OUT4), between
4 and 5 degrees outside the FAF outer ring (OUT5), and
5 degrees or more outside the FAF outer ring (OUT6). Finally,
the total deviation (TD) of the HFA 10-2 test was superim-
posed (Fig. 1C) and sectorized.

Among the 93 eyes, some eyes demonstrated a discontin-
uous FAF ring (Fig. 2A) and others demonstrated continuous
but irregular-shaped FAF rings (Fig. 2B). The discontinuous
FAF ring was observed in 4 eyes and the irregular-shaped AF
ring in 12 eyes. These eyes were not included in the current
study. All judgments were performed by two independent
ophthalmologists (T.I. and K.N.). When the judgments did
not agree between the two investigators, they discussed the
inclusion criteria again.

Training and Testing Datasets

The training dataset consisted of 51 eyes of 28 patients
with RP. All 23 eyes analyzed in our previous study9 were
included in this group (28 eyes were newly collected). After
this dataset was created, additional data were collected from
42 eyes of 25 patients with RP and used as the test dataset.

Prediction of VF Using AF

Without the AF Ring (Binarization Method).
Using the training dataset, a multivariate linear regression
model was constructed between the TD values at each test

point in the HFA 10-2 test and the values of age and logMAR
VA. Using this model, 68 TD values in the testing dataset
were predicted, and the absolute prediction error was calcu-
lated as the absolute difference between the predicted and
actual TD values.

With the AF Ring (Binarization Method). A multi-
variate linear regression model was constructed to predict
the TD values from the values of age and logMAR VA, and
the areas of IN and ON, using the training dataset. This
was conducted in each of the eight sectors separately, so
that each parameter could have a different (optimal) coef-
ficient value at each sector. Then, using this model, 68 TD
values in the testing dataset were predicted, and the absolute
prediction error was calculated.

Statistical Analysis

The absolute prediction errors to predict 68 TD values in the
HFA 10-2 test were compared between the methods with and
without the FAF ring (binarization method), using the linear
mixed model, whereby subjects were treated as random
effects. The linear mixed model is equivalent to ordinary
linear regression in that the model describes the relationship
between the predictor variables and a single outcome vari-
able. However, standard linear regression analysis assumes
that all observations are independent of each other. In the
current study, measurements were nested within subjects,
and, hence, were dependent on each other. Ignoring this
grouping of the measurements will result in the underes-
timation of standard errors of regression coefficients. The
linear mixed model adjusts for the hierarchical structure of
the data, modeling in a way in which measurements are
grouped within subjects to reduce the possible bias derived
from the nested structure of data.13,14

The absolute prediction errors to predict 68 TD values in
the HFA 10-2 test with the FAF ring (binarization method)
were compared across the sectors, using the linear mixed
model and Tukey’s test. In addition, the associations between
the absolute prediction error and the values of logMAR VA
and TD were analyzed using the linear mixed model. All
analyses were performed using the statistical programming
language R (R version 3.3.3; R Project for Statistical Comput-
ing, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of the train-
ing and test datasets. The mean age (± standard deviation
[SD]) was 45.1 ± 18.0 and 52.9 ± 18.3 years in the training
and test datasets, respectively. The mean logMAR VA was
0.18 ± 0.32 and 0.31 ± 0.46 in the training and test datasets,
respectively.

In the training dataset, foveal sensitivity was significantly
correlated with the logMAR VA (P < 0.001, linear mixed
model); the logMAR VA was 1.88–0.051 (± 0.0053) × foveal
sensitivity (Fig. 3A). The MD value was also related to the
logMAR VA (P = 0.002, linear mixed model); the logMAR VA
was −0.012–0.017 (± 0.0055) × MD (Fig. 3B).

The comparison of the TD values in each sector (IN, ON,
OUT1, OUT2, OUT3, OUT4, OUT5, and OUT6) in all 93 eyes
is shown in a boxplot (Fig. 4) and Table 2. There was a
significant difference in all comparisons across the sectors
(P < 0.05, Tukey’s test and linear mixed model); the TD
values decreased significantly from IN toward OUT6.
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TABLE 1. Demographic Characteristics of the Training and Testing Datasets

Variables Training Dataset Testing Dataset

Eyes, R/L 18/17 20/22
Sex, F/M 12/13 10/15
Age, mean ± SD, y 45.1 ± 18.0 52.9 ± 18.3
LogMAR VA, mean ± SD, mm 0.18 ± 0.32 0.31 ± 0.46
MD of HFA 10-2 test, mean ± SD, dB −15.8 ± 7.9 −18.6 ± 9.9

SD, standard deviation; VA, visual acuity; MD, mean deviation; HFA, Humphrey Field Analyzer.

FIGURE 3. The relationship between VF sensitivity and the logMAR VA. There was a significant association between foveal sensitivity and
the logMAR VA (A). A significant relationship was also observed between the MD value and the logMAR VA (B). VF, visual field; MD, mean
deviation; VA, visual acuity.

FIGURE 4. The comparison of the TD values in each sector. There was a significant difference in all the comparisons across the sectors
(P < 0.05, Tukey’s test and linear mixed model). FAF, fluorescence autofluorescence; IN, inside the FAF ring; ON, on the FAF ring; OUT1,
between the FAF outer ring and 1 degree outside the FAF outer ring; OUT2, between 1 and 2 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT3,
between 2 and 3 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT4, between 3 and 4 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT5, between 4 and
5 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT6, 5 degrees or more outside the FAF outer ring; TD, total deviation.
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TABLE 2. TD Values in Each Sector

Sector Mean SD
P Value
(vs. IN)

P Value
(vs. ON)

P Value
(vs. OUT1)

P Value
(vs. OUT2)

P Value
(vs. OUT3)

P Value
(vs. OUT4)

P Value
(vs. OUT5)

IN, dB −4.8 6.6 – – – – – – –
ON, dB −8.5 7.2 <0.001 – – – – – –
OUT1, dB −11.6 8.4 <0.001 <0.001 – – – – –
OUT2, dB −15.9 9.7 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 – – – –
OUT3, dB −18.3 10.4 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 – – –
OUT4, dB −20.6 10.6 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.016 – –
OUT5, dB −23.0 10.5 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.0027 –
OUT6, dB −26.0 10.0 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.042

P values in bold suggest P < 0.05.
TD, total deviation; IN, inside the FAF ring (IN); ON, on the FAF ring (ON); OUT1, between the FAF outer ring and 1 degree outside the

FAF outer ring; OUT2, between 1 and 2 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT3, between 2 and 3 degrees outside the FAF outer ring;
OUT4, between 3 and 4 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT5, between 4 and 5 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT6, 5 degrees
or more outside the FAF outer ring; FAF, fluorescence autofluorescence.

TABLE 3. Absolute Prediction Error Values with AF Ring (Binarization Method) Across Eight Sectors

Sector Mean SD
P Value
(vs. IN)

P Value
(vs. ON)

P Value
(vs. OUT1)

P Value
(vs. OUT2)

P Value
(vs. OUT3)

P Value
(vs. OUT4)

P Value
(vs. OUT5)

IN, dB 4.4 4.7 – – – – – – –
ON, dB 5.3 5.0 0.22 – – – – – –
OUT1, dB 6.8 4.8 <0.001 <0.001 – – – – –
OUT2, dB 8.3 5.0 <0.001 <0.001 0.011 – – – –
OUT3, dB 8.9 5.0 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.23 – – –
OUT4, dB 9.1 5.8 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.12 1.00 – –
OUT5, dB 8.8 5.7 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.54 <0.001 0.996 –
OUT6, dB 7.6 5.7 <0.001 <0.001 0.097 0.95 1.00 <0.001 0.016

P values in bold suggest P < 0.05.
IN, inside the FAF ring (IN); ON, on the FAF ring (ON); OUT1, between the FAF outer ring and 1 degree outside the FAF outer ring;

OUT2, between 1 and 2 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT3, between 2 and 3 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT4, between 3
and 4 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT5, between 4 and 5 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT6, 5 degrees or more outside the
FAF outer ring; FAF, fluorescence autofluorescence.

In the training dataset, 405, 328, 365, 398, 458, 464, 411,
and 639 test points were assigned to the regions of IN, ON,
OUT1, OUT2, OUT3, OUT4, OUT5, and OUT6, respectively.
These values were 273, 247, 262, 326, 348, 371, 333, and 696,
respectively, in the testing dataset. With the training dataset,
at each sector, the association between the TD values from
the values of age, logMAR VA, and the areas of IN and ON
was as follows:

IN: −9.1–0.021 × age–7.1 × logMAR VA + 3.2 × 10−5 × IN
area + 1.7 × 10−4 × ON area

ON: −10.3–0.031 × age–5.5 × logMAR VA – 7.5 × 10−6 ×
IN area + 1.8 × 10−4 × ON area

OUT1: −10.5–0.046 × age–6.1 × logMAR VA + 1.1 × 10−4

× IN area + 1.1 × 10−4 × ON area
OUT2: −10.9–0.059 × age–2.5 × logMAR VA + 2.0 × 10−4

× IN area + 2.4 × 10−5 × ON area
OUT3: −20.2–0.029 × age–4.5 × logMAR VA + 2.8 × 10−4

× IN area–2.0 × 10−5 × ON area
OUT4: −27.7–0.0049 × age–6.5 × logMAR VA + 3.3 × 10−4

× IN area + 1.2 × 10−4 × ON area
OUT5: −24.2–0.022 × age–4.3 × logMAR VA + 5.3 × 10−4

× IN area–3.5 × 10−4 × ON area
OUT6: −27.1–0.025 × age–2.4 × logMAR VA + 5.2 × 10−4

× IN area–2.5 × 10−4 × ON area

The comparison between the absolute prediction error
with (7.6 ± 5.6 dB) and without (8.7 ± 15.4 dB) the FAF

ring (binarization method) is shown in Figure 5. There was
a significant difference between the two values (P < 0.001,
linear mixed model).

The comparison of the absolute prediction error values
with the FAF ring (binarization method) prediction across
the eight sectors is shown in Figure 6 and Table 3. The IN
and ON values were significantly smaller than those at all
the six OUT sectors (P < 0.05, Tukey’s test and linear mixed
model). The values of OUT1 were significantly smaller than
those of OUT2, OUT3, OUT4, and OUT5 (P < 0.05).

Among the 68 test points from 41 eyes (2788 test points),
there were 95 test points, which had the absolute prediction
error > 20 dB. These test points distributed wide in each
area 2.2% in IN (6 test points), 3.2% in ON (8), 2.3% in OUT1
(6), 3.1% in OUT2 (10), 3.4% in OUT3 (12), 4.0% in OUT4
(15), 4.2% in OUT5 (14), and 3.4% in OUT6 (24). There were
10 eyes that had at least one test point with the absolute
prediction error > 20 dB. Among these, there were 3 eyes
with > 10 such test points (30 test points in 2 eyes and
12 test points in 1 eye). Analyzing the accompanied OCT
images of these eyes, it was suggested that the ellipsoid zone
was disrupted in the IN area and remained in the OUT areas
in these eyes (see a typical case in Fig. 7). The remaining
7 eyes had 3.3 ± 2.4 (range: from 1 to 8) test points with
the absolute prediction error > 20 dB, otherwise nil; such
finding was not observed in these eyes.

There was a significant association between abso-
lute prediction error and the values of logMAR VA
(coefficient = -2.00, standard error = 0.94, P = 0.039, linear
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FIGURE 5. The comparison between the absolute prediction error with (7.6 ± 5.6 dB) and without (8.7 ± 15.4 dB) the FAF ring. There was
a significant difference between the two values. FAF, fluorescence autofluorescence.

mixed model) and also TD value at each point (coefficient =
−0.093, standard error = 0.011, P <0.001), suggesting that
the absolute prediction error increased with the deteriora-
tion of these visual functions.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, FAF ring identification using the bina-
rization method was conducted in eyes with RP, along with
the HFA 10-2 test. The VF sensitivity (TD value) was calcu-
lated at each sector. As a result, it was suggested that the
value decreased from within the FAF ring, toward on, and
then outside the FAF ring (from OUT1 to OUT6), similar
to the results of our previous study.9 In addition, the TD
value was predicted using age and the logMAR VA in the
whole field. We investigated whether this prediction could
be improved by conducting the prediction in each FAF sector
separately. As a result, we found that it was significantly
useful to use the FAF ring sector when predicting the HFA
10-2 test. In addition, FAF measurements without pupil dila-
tion are easy to examine and comfortable, so it is clinically
effective, if VF is predicted accurately from FAF like in the
currently proposed method.

In our previous study,9 the HFA 10-2 test was simi-
larly subdivided according to the relation to the FAF ring,
however no significant differences were observed between
OUT3 and OUT4,OUT4 and OUT5,OUT5 and OUT6. Prepar-
ing a larger number of eyes in the current study, the TD value
was significantly different across all of the eight sectors,
which implies that the binarization method was a valid
approach (Fig. 4 and Table 2). This motivated us to predict

the TD values using the FAF ring, as well as age and BCVA.
Consequently, the current study suggested that a signifi-
cantly more accurate prediction was achieved when the FAF
ring was used, compared with that when only age and VA
were used (Fig. 5).

The absolute prediction errors of the TD values were
small, especially in IN and ON (Fig. 6 and Table 3). This
may be because the BCVA is more closely related to the
VF sensitivities in the central area than those in the more
peripheral areas. A previous study suggested that the BCVA
was closely correlated with VF sensitivities in the central
area, but not with those in the peripheral area, in eyes with
glaucoma.15 Indeed, in the formulas of predicting the TD
values, the coefficient values of VA were larger than those
in the outer sectors. In contrast to the small absolute predic-
tion error in the central areas, the prediction accuracy was
much higher in the more peripheral areas, even with the FAF
ring method (binarization method). Another reason for the
tighter prediction errors in these regions may be the rela-
tively narrower variation of the TD values (Table 2). Further
efforts are still needed to improve the prediction accuracy
in this region, such as by considering the information of the
outer segment layer.

Sayo et al. have suggested that the thickness of the outer
segment was strongly correlated with the VF sensitivity in
eyes with RP, agreeing with the pathology of the disease.16

The Optos imaging system is a noninvasive and nonmydri-
atic measurement instrument. Recent advances now allow
for the FAF to be easily observed in patients with RP in the
clinical setting. Recent studies have suggested the advan-
tage of using this measurement in eyes with RP. Oishi et al.
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FIGURE 6. Absolute prediction error values with the FAF ring (binarization method) prediction across eight sectors. The IN and ON values
were significantly smaller than those at all six OUT sectors. The values of OUT1 was significantly smaller than those of OUT2, OUT3, OUT4,
and OUT5. FAF, fluorescence autofluorescence; IN, inside the FAF ring; ON, on the FAF ring; OUT1, between the FAF outer ring and 1 degree
outside the FAF outer ring; OUT2, between 1 and 2 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT3, between 2 and 3 degrees outside the FAF
outer ring; OUT4, between 3 and 4 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT5, between 4 and 5 degrees outside the FAF outer ring; OUT6,
5 degrees or more outside the FAF outer ring.

FIGURE 7. Representative OCT image in case with large prediction errors. There were 30 test points where the absolute prediction error
was larger than 20 dB. The accompanied OCT image (horizontal scan, left eye) suggested that the ellipsoid zone was disrupted in the IN
area and remained in the OUT areas. The region between blue and yellow arrows is ON area, whereas that between blue arrows is IN area.
FAF, fluorescence autofluorescence; IN, inside the FAF ring; OCT, optical coherence tomography; ON, on the FAF ring.

suggested that VF sensitivity deteriorates when it is asso-
ciated with the FAF measured with the Optos system in
patients with RP.17 We reported previously that the FAF
ring diameter was more closely correlated with VF sensi-
tivity than the ellipsoid zone disruption measured with
OCT.8 Using the currently proposed binarization method, it
is possible to automatically identify the figure of FAF. This
implies that it is useful to monitor the figure of FAF using the
binarization method when assessing the progression of RP.
The current results further suggested the possibility that the

HFA 10-2 test can be predicted using FAF, although further
improvements are needed in the outer region for this to be
used in clinical settings.

The current results suggested that the prediction was
accurate in the central areas (IN and ON: see Figure 6
and Table 3. In contrast, the test points with the absolute
prediction error > 20 dB were widely distributed across all
8 areas (from 2.2 to 4.2%). The disruption of the ellipsoid
zone in the IN area usually occurs at the end stage of the
disease. As suggested in Figure 7, the prediction accuracy of
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the currently proposed method tended to be poor in eyes
that the ellipsoid zone was disrupted in the IN area and
remained in the OUT areas. In addition, significantly larger
prediction error was observed with the deterioration of the
visual functions (logMAR VA and TD value). This would
suggest that it is needed to be careful when applying of the
current model in such eyes. A future study would be needed
to investigate whether a model using both FAF and ellipsoid
zone result in the improvement of prediction accuracy, in
such cases.

The current study has several limitations. First, the VF
prediction using our binarization method is valid only for
patients with RP with a complete FAF ring. Murakami et al.
reported that the FAF ring was observed in 59% of patients
with RP, whereas 18% of eyes had abnormal central FAF, and
24% of eyes had neither an FAF ring nor abnormal central
FAF.18 Second, analyses of VF and FAF were conducted
in a cross-sectional manner. The comparison between the
progressions of the VF and FAF ring over time would be of
further interest. In addition, whereas the current study uses a
much larger number of eyes than our previous study, confir-
mation may still be needed using a further larger dataset in
the future.

In conclusion, VF sensitivity decreases in association with
the FAF ring in patients with RP. It was possible to fairly accu-
rately predict VF sensitivity using the FAF ring, particularly
in the central area.
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